BC6 Logic
BC11 History
BC34 By period: Medieval
BC34 Philosophy. Methodology. Relation to other topics
BC50 General works. Treatises. Advanced textbooks: Deductive logic
BC71 English
BC135 Symbolic and mathematical logic
BC171 Special topics
BC177 Reasoning. Argumentation
BC181 Propositions. Prediction. Judgment
BC199 Other special topics (A-Z)
BC199.M6 Modality
BC199.P2 Paradox

BD21 Speculative philosophy
BD21 General philosophical works: Introduction to philosophy
BD21 English. American
BD23 German
BD28 Other (not A-Z)
BD95 Metaphysics
BD111 General works. Treatises. Advanced textbooks
BD111 Polyglot
BD113 German
BD143 Epistemology. Theory of knowledge
BD161 General works
BD161 Polyglot
BD163 German
BD171 Truth. Error. Certitude
BD175 Epistemology and sociology. Sociology of knowledge
BD181 Origins and sources of knowledge
BD181.7 Memory
BD221 Relativity of knowledge
BD222 Subjectivity
BD232 Value. Worth
BD236 Comparison. Resemblance. Identity
BD240 Methodology
BD241 General works
BD300 Ontology
BD311 General works
BD311 Polyglot
BD313 German
BD331 Being. Nature of reality. Substance. First philosophy
BD418 Mid
BD431 Life
BD436 Love
BD438 Power
BD438.5 Self
BD444 Death: General works

BD450 Philosophical anthropology
BD493 Cosmology
BD530 Teleology. Causation. Final cause. Design and purpose
BD541 General works
BD581 Philosophy of nature
BD620 Space. Time. Matter and motion
BD632 Space and time
BD638 Time. Beginning
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